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MONTHLY REPORT - JANUARY 2017
CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY

CUSTOMS
CODE

JAN-OCT 2015

JAN-OCT 2016

Var. %

EARTH-MOVING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
Crawl dozers, bulldozers and angledozers
Wheel dozers, bulldozers and angledozers
Graders
Motorscrapers
Front loaders, built specifically for mines and other underground works
Loaders other than those in previous entry, and front-loading loaders-shovels
Self-propelled excavators with superstructure rotating by 360 degrees
Buckets, grab buckets, loading shovels, grippers and clamps for machinery and equipment under 8426, 8429 or 8430
headings
Mechanical loaders, excavators, loaders and self-propelled loaders-shovels (excluding excavators with a
superstructure rotating by 360 degrees and front loaders)
Earth-moving machinery and tools, self-propelled
Earth-moving machinery, equipment and tools, not self-propelled
Machinery for public works, building or similar tasks
Crawl loaders
Dumpers for off road use

84291100
84291900
84292000
84293000
84295110
84295199
84295200

7.811.141
15.861.977
1.912.148
767.898
1.533.477
145.324.645
252.035.984

5.584.639
14.929.665
1.902.432
1.531.230
1.887.384
153.140.571
267.684.495

84314100

82.496.321

82.772.287

84295900

95.672.167

93.204.293

84305000
84306900
84791000
84295191
87041010

28.986.057
36.149.596
144.688.868
3.144.725
13.767.508

33.207.287
28.465.948
132.344.790
4.813.396
8.593.910

830.152.512

830.062.327

84294010
84294030
84294090

6.712.471
2.965.423
3.686.910

28.560.110
1.140.976
2.429.691

84306100

1.819.225

1.885.148

84743200

74.857.543

54.128.057

90.041.572

88.143.982

Total

0,0%

ROAD BUILDING MACHINERY
Vibrant rollers
Self-propelled vibrant rollers
Self-propelled compactors (excluding compressor rollers)
Machinery, equipment and tools for compressing or compacting ground, not self-propelled (excluding hand-operated
tools)
Machinery for mixing mineral substances with bitumen

Total

-2,1%

CONCRETE MACHINERY
Concrete pumps
Concrete mixers and equipment for preparing cement (excluding those mounted on railway wagons or truck chassis)
Concrete mixer trucks
Concrete pump vehicles

84134000
84743100
87054000
87059030

29.784.701
103.516.375
62.299.414
67.970.277

263.570.767

Total

26.815.345
96.846.665
43.649.731
64.096.564

231.408.305 -12,2%

TOWER CRANES
Tower cranes

84262000

187.923.965

177.362.317

187.923.965

177.362.317

84283100

1.618.144

344.654

84741000

54.326.815

56.533.489

84742000

99.591.233

80.590.593

84798200

207.517.090

209.555.443

363.053.282

347.024.179

84301000

10.752.297

11.386.591

84303100

15.099.188

11.163.466

84303900

19.520.632

24.663.009

84304100

231.988.547

230.006.159

84304900

44.892.412

121.780.666

87052000

2.022.394

703.638

324.275.470

399.703.529

23,3%

2.059.017.568

2.073.704.639

0,7%

Total

-5,6%

AGGREGATE PREPARATION MACHINERY
Continuous action hositing, transport or conveying equipment for goods built specifically for mines and other
underground works (except air-operated hoisting or conveying equipment)
Machinery and equipment for grading/sorting, screening, separating or washing mineral substances, including
powder or paste (excluding centrifuges or filter presses)
Machinery and equipment for crushing, grinding or pulverizing
Machinery and equipment for mixing, blending, crushing, grinding, screening, sifting, homogenising, emulsifying or
shaking (excluding industrial robots)

Total

-4,4%

DRILLING & TUNNELING MACHINERY
Pile drivers and pile extraction machinery (excluding those mounted on railway wagons or vehicle/truck chassis)
Cutters, bunchers and machinery for drilling tunnels and galleries, self-propelled (excluding hydraulic armature for
mines, self-propelled)
Cutters, bunchers and machinery for drilling tunnels and galleries, not self-propelled (excluding hand-operated
systems and self-propelled hydraulic armature for mines)
Boring machinery and drilling machinery for extraction of earth, minerals or ores, self-propelled (excluding those
mounted on railway wagons or vehicle/truck chassis, tunnel drilling machinery)
Boring or drilling machinery for extracting earth, minerals or ores, not self-propelled and non-hydraulic (excluding
machinery for drilling tunnels and galleries, and hand-operated systems)
Derricks and vehicles for boring and drilling

Total
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY

